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STRATEGIES TO
OVERTHROW
THE INCUMBENT

BEFORE YOU START SELLING

1
2
3
4

Get prepared. Before you make that cold call, take some time to learn about the prospect’s
business. If you can speak knowledgeably about their business and potential pain points, you have
a better chance of booking a meeting.
Learn about the competition. If you haven’t already, take time to learn about the main brokers/
agencies you will be competing with. What do they offer? How do they differentiate themselves?
Where are they lacking?
Practice, practice, practice. Never stop honing your sales skills. Work with a manager or
colleague and do mock cold calls and presentations, to practice handling objections, getting past
gatekeepers, grabbing a prospect’s attention and more.
Examine your pitch. Take a step back and look at your pitch and what you offer clients. What
differentiates you from those other brokers? Make sure your pitch focuses on how you’re different,
and what you can offer a prospect that their current broker isn’t providing.

5

Learn about the employees. Learn what you can about the prospect’s employee population,
including demographics, type of job, culture, etc. Then tailor your message as appropriate, and
send beneficial resources (like newsletter or enrollment education) to match that employee
population.

6

Make yourself memorable at in-person events. At community and networking events, do more
than just exchange business cards. Write down what you to talk to each person about and reach
out to them within the week to reiterate that you remember them. Recap your conversation and
ask them to coffee—and don’t forget to connect on LinkedIn.
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ONLINE MARKETING

7

Share value consistently. Rather than calling a prospect 90 days prior to their renewal, work to
build a relationship. Send educational and beneficial materials regularly, and if the incumbent isn’t
offering similar support and resources, the prospect will want a meeting with you.

8

Become an online resource. Look for ways to attract inbound leads, such as blogging and social
media. If an employer finds value in the information you share, they may question why their broker
isn’t doing the same thing—or simply book a meeting with you.

9

Attract prospects with your website. Your website should accomplish two tasks: attracting
prospects and supporting clients. In terms of prospecting, find ways to make your website stand
apart and illustrate what you offer; think of it as your online storefront. Consider including a blog,
sales videos, client testimonials and compelling descriptions for everything you offer.

10

Illustrate how you support clients. Clients should also find your website useful, in terms of finding
information, logging into any technology offering you provide, and staying up-to-date on important
topics. When prospects see everything you offer on your website, and how much you support
clients, that can be more convincing than a cold call or email.

11

Ask clients to review you. Google, Facebook, Yelp and many other places offer the opportunity for
people to review merchants and give honest feedback. Ask happy customers to review you and
share positive testimonials; employers shopping around will notice your good reviews.

12

Advertise online. Consider posting Google or Facebook ads. Rather than simply promoting
your business or offering a free quote, direct people to a great piece of content (blog, ebook,
infographic, etc.) that you published. Then be sure to include a call-to-action in the content, for
them to learn more about you.

13

Create downloadable content. Publish content that will interest your target prospects, but
require people to enter an email address before they can access the content. Just make sure it is
compelling enough that people will give you their information. This is a great way to gather online
leads.
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GETTING IN THE DOOR /
BOOKING A FIRST MEETING

14
15

Make your cold call personal. Don’t pitch your business or solutions when you cold call a
prospect. Instead, focus on a challenge they are facing and how you can help.

16

Ask questions that hint at your offerings. If you offer unique plan modeling software, for instance,
ask if their current broker provides sophisticated plan modeling. If the answer is no, this will pique
the prospect’s interest about what you may have to offer.

17

Ask about the renewal process in general. You deliver a superior renewal experience, so ask
targeted questions about the process the incumbent provides to highlight areas of weakness or
opportunity.

18

Ask how the incumbent supports their business beyond insurance. Ask questions about what
the incumbent offers beyond insurance, such as compliance support, HR resources, educational
materials, etc.

19

Offer a more comprehensive benefits package. If the incumbent is only providing their health
care, differentiate yourself with your suite of products, including voluntary.

20

Get in the door by talking ancillary. Most employee benefits brokers lead with the health
plan, which is understandable. But if you come in talking about ancillary offerings and keeping
employees engaged, you’ll position yourself as a more strategic broker partner.

21

Ask targeted questions about the incumbent. Shine a spotlight on the incumbent by asking
questions about their service. For instance, ask how their current broker is helping manage costs,
or ask about their current renewal experience.

Go beyond benefits. In a cold call or mass email, focus on what you provide above and beyond
insurance, whether that is enrollment support, compliance education, etc.
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GETTING IN THE DOOR /
BOOKING A FIRST MEETING, CONT.

22

Use your clients’ words. Gather testimonials from current clients (or simply grab quotes from a
positive email they sent), and use those words to get prospects interested. This can be particularly
effective if you have clients who used to work with the incumbent broker at hand.

23

Share trends and benchmarks. Find meaningful, powerful statistics to share with prospects,
ones that will pique their interest and lead to a meeting. For instance, quote recent statistics on
employee engagement and desire for better benefits—then ask if they are seeing something
similar. This will make an employer think, and often want to meet with you to learn more.

24

Look for holes or issues with the current coverage. Sometimes, stealing a BOR is as simple
as highlighting something the incumbent is doing wrong, or a way they are selling the prospect
short. For example, some medical plans cover dental, but the broker may have sold a separate
(unnecessary) dental plan as well. Look for opportunities like this to make the prospect question
their current broker.

25

Think outside the box. For bigger prospects that you are trying to get in front of, get their attention
in a unique way. For instance, send a gift basket or other gift through the mail—bonus points if
you incorporate a local sports team, the CEO’s alma mater, food your area is known for, or other
personal items that show you did your homework.

26

Smile. This may seem silly, but your expression and body language make a big difference, even
when you’re on the phone. Cold calling can be tedious and frustrating, but it’s important that
prospects don’t perceive those feelings. Instead, smile and keep high energy for each call you
make.
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DURING A FIRST MEETING

27

Do your research. Before your meeting, research the prospect’s business, industry and other
relevant areas. Demonstrating your knowledge and understanding of their business will make the
meeting more personal.

28

Learn about the incumbent. Also do as much research as you can on the incumbent. Understand
their process and their offerings. Talk to former clients if possible. The more you know about the
incumbent, the more you can tailor your meeting to highlight their weaknesses and contrast with
your superior offerings.

29

Continue to ask targeted questions. During your first meeting, keep asking questions about their
company and the incumbent broker. This knowledge will help you as you progress through the
sales process. Plus, you can position questions in a way that suggest you offer a better solution, to
differentiate yourself and keep the prospect’s interest.

30

Listen more than you speak. In addition to asking targeted questions, be sure to let the prospect
speak. Ask about their challenges, their perception of their annual renewal, their goals, etc.—and
then let the prospect speak un-interrupted. Not only will you gather critical information about the
prospect, they will feel “heard” and have a better impression of you.

31

Find out what matters to the prospect. Some employers are simply focused on saving money.
Some want to balance cost with offering a competitive benefits package. Some want their broker
to provide HR, compliance and wellness support—while others just want to talk insurance. Figure
out what really matters to the prospect, and use that information as you go through the sales cycle.

32

Talk about the big picture. Discuss the prospect’s benefits package strategically, related to
company goals, budget, employees needs, etc. This will help you understand more about the
prospect, but can also highlight an incumbent weakness if they don’t discuss strategy.

33

Suggest creative options to manage costs. Look at the employer’s current plan and find ways that
you could creatively help them manage costs. For instance, you may suggest they consider selffunding, or offer different contribution strategies. Bringing up these options will highlight the fact
that the incumbent has not.
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CLOSING / WINNING THE BOR

34

Focus on the pain. Start your presentation by discussing challenges and pain points the prospect
faces, and continue to focus on these pain points throughout the meeting. Each time you mention
these challenges, you can share how you can address them (and remind the prospect that their
current broker isn’t).

35

Use your knowledge to beat the incumbent. Use all the knowledge you’ve gathered up to this
point to demonstrate how you are superior to their incumbent. Bring up the incumbent’s shortfalls,
and then show how you are better.

36

Keep highlighting the incumbent. Continue to ask questions that make your prospect think about
their current broker relationship, while contrasting with the experience and solutions you deliver.

37

Customize your presentation. You likely have a “template” or general presentation you give,
but it’s important to tweak it based on each prospect. If your prospect doesn’t care about “valueadded services,” then don’t spend a lot of time talking about your HR support. If your prospect
loves numbers and wants to get in the weeds, make sure you bring enough specific information to
satisfy them. Take what you’ve learned throughout the sales process and tailor the presentation to
hit the right pain points, focus on the right elements, and play to the prospect’s emotions—all while
subtly undercutting their current broker.

38

Talk about the elephant in the room. Beating any incumbent can be tough, because the prospect
has to “break up” with their current broker. This is especially difficult if that relationship is longstanding, or based on a personal relationship. Acknowledge that switching brokers is a tough
choice, while you continue to show where the incumbent is falling short.
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